Scott's best solid-state components!  
Build them yourself and save $160

Now you can enjoy the world’s most advanced solid-state engineering, and save up to $160, when you build these Scott solid-state kits. Scott kits give you the same features, performance, quality, and long-lived reliability you've come to expect from their factory-wired counterparts...the only difference is, you build them.

And building them is easy...Scott's exclusive kit construction book with full-size, full-color step-by-step diagrams reduces the possibility of wiring error...cuts construction time to a minimum. All critical circuits are pre-wired, pre-tested, and mounted on heavy-duty printed circuit boards at the Scott factory. All wires are color-coded, pre-cut and pre-stripped to the proper length. Here is a preview of the exclusive Scott features you'll find in your Scott Kit Pak:

**Power-Packed LK-60 120-Watt Stereo Amplifier Kit**

- Rugged silicon output transistors give full audio frequency performance at high power...drive even the most inefficient speakers.
- Massive military-type heat sinks keep output transistors running cool...assure top performance under high power output conditions.
- Rugged pre-wired, pre-tested printed circuit boards greatly reduce the possibility of error...stand up under years of strenuous use.
- Exclusive Circuit Monitor allows you to set output stage bias and balance for absolutely minimum distortion, without external test equipment.

**Ultra-sensitive LT-112 FM Stereo Tuner Kit**

- Patented Scott Time Switching multiplies circuitry for lowest distortion and best stereo separation. Multiplier section is pre-wired and pre-tested.
- Scott silicon transistor IF circuit provides amazing stability, selectivity, and wide bandwidth...far superior to germanium transistor performance.
- New Scott silver-plated front end gives exceptional sensitivity...outperforms and outlasts even the best conventional tube or transistor front ends.
- Exclusive "Three-Way" front panel tuning meter serves as a signal-strength indicator, zero-center indicator, or highly accurate alignment meter.

Specifications LK-60: Music Power/Channel @ 4 ohms 60/60; Frequency Response: 15-30,000 cps ±1 db; Power Bandwidth 20-20,000 cPS. Price: $189.95.
Specifications LT-112: Usable Sensitivity (IHF), 2.2 microvolts; Selectivity, 40 db; Cross Modulation Rejection, 80 db; Price: $179.95.

For complete specifications and features of both Scott solid-state stereo kits, fill out this coupon:

Please send me complete information on these great Scott kits:
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H.H. Scott, Inc., 111 Powdermill Road, Dept. 35-03, Maynard, Massachusetts

Export: Scott International, Maynard, Mass. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. Prices slightly higher west of Rockies.
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